A B S T R AC T. This article examines caller responses to advice on three peer-run social support telephone lines for community mental health clients in the northeastern United States. Straightforward rejection of advice involves reports on past or current activities, known only to the caller, as a way of demonstrating one's competence in thinking up similar options. Straightforward acceptance of advice involves a report on activities the caller might do to adopt the advisable option. The most common responses, minimal acknowledgements, can potentially signify rejection, mere recipiency, and/or acceptance of the advice. Contrary to previous studies, minimal acknowledgements can display hesitant acceptance when subsequently accompanied by descriptions of additional details about a present or future action tied to the advisable option. These methods for accepting and rejecting advice help callers balance their needs for assistance, friendship and autonomy.
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Accepting and rejecting advice as competent peers: caller dilemmas on a warm line C H R I S T O P H E R P U D L I N S K I C E N T R A L C O N N E C T I C U T S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y
1 CT: Well I think (.) it wouldn't be an altogether bad idea just to kno:w 2 [ w here there are help 3 C: [Hh oh I don't need any advice I've gotta stay on my own two 4 f eet okay 5 CT: Mm hmm 6 C: I don't need any advice 7 CT: Mm 8 C: I need friendship This excerpt 1 from a call to a 'consumer-run warm line', summarizes a common dilemma that clients face in a variety of advice-giving contexts. Even clients who seek out help wish to be seen as capable of taking care of themselves (e.g. "I've Leppanen, 1998) . Also, in certain sequential environments, these tokens create situational ambiguity for the advice giver. For example, in an HIV counseling setting, unmarked acknowledgments, responding to advice as information, are not necessarily heard as implicit resistance, but as 'sustaining information-aboutthe-kind-of-advice-we-give-to-people-in-this-clinic' (Silverman, 1997: 170 ). Yet, this creates 'further, less helpful ambiguity: are clients' minimal uptakes to be heard as acceptance or resistance to the advice they are given? ' (p. 180) . Perhaps some acknowledgements are built to indicate both acceptance and resistance; when mothers give advice to their daughters, "yeah" minimally agrees with the mother's proffered advice yet resists adopting the advice (Randall, 1997) .
Across these situations, with the exception of a radio call-in show where advice giving is the clear reason for calling (Hutchby, 1995) , advice is more often rejected. One explanation for this is its natural asymmetry. Advice giving illustrates a belief in the recipient's lack of knowledge or competence about the issue at hand. For example, because visits from British health visitors are perceived as serving a surveillance function, first-time mothers reject advice, often to assert their own competence at child care (Heritage and Sefi, 1992) .
Except for Pudlinski (1998, forthcoming) , previous studies have not examined advice giving amongst peers. Since advice is given most often implicitly in peer support situations, initial responses to such advice are likely to have some differing functions as well. Thus, this study describes various methods callers use to accept and reject the advice of 'warm line' workers.
Consumer-run warm lines
'Consumer-run warm lines' are peer-run, pre-crisis services, designed for providing social support. As a peer-run service, warm lines are staffed by consumers-clients of the community mental health system -and have emerged to compensate for shortcomings of existing professional mental health services. While these working consumers have had some informal training prior to their employment, they are not professionals. As peers, callers and call takers are clients within a local community mental health system and likely acquaintances as members of the same social clubhouse. Since working on a warm line gives consumers a slightly higher status, any consumers, including callers, able to hold a steady job have higher status within this peer community.
As a pre-crisis service, warm lines let callers discuss issues before they become serious. Many calls come in because the client just wanted to talk to someone. Others involve callers who wish to discuss current problems with their family, mental illness, medication, bereavement, insomnia, physical health, and/or finances. Occasionally a serious problem presents itself; call takers are instructed to refer these crisis calls to an associated hotline service.
As a social support service, warm lines help to alleviate the ennui and loneliness that typifies their clientele, often home alone, without means of transportation, in the evening hours. Callers seek out someone similar to themselves who will befriend them, listen to them, and/or perhaps provide needed assistance/advice.
Methodology: procedures for data collection and analysis
From February 1996 to January 1997, I periodically observed three different consumer-run warm lines in the northeastern United States and recorded and transcribed select calls. At each site, I monitored two weeks of calls; informed consent was received on 44 (of the 90) monitored calls. Through an examination of these calls, I found 129 instances (in 89 episodes) of advice giving. These occurred in three sequential environments: a caller described a problem and the call taker responded by putting forth an option; a call taker got concerned over a caller's non-problematic report; and the caller described a solution and the call taker disagreed and put forth an alternate option. Across sequential environments, rejection of advice occurred more often; roughly, 59 (of 89) episodes can be classified as rejection implicative.
In re-examining all 129 instances of advice giving, I identified 7 different methods callers used for accepting advice and 11 used for rejecting advice. In examining each of the 18 methods individually, I made note of seeming general characteristics and functions, and what other methods occurred with them. This continual and focused examination of instances led to some re-conceptualization of the various methods used. Then, representative exemplars of the more commonly used methods for accepting and rejecting advice were selected and developed into what follows.
Accepting and rejecting advice
First, I provide straightforward examples of rejection and acceptance of advice on consumer-run warm lines. I then contrast these examples with the use of minimal acknowledgements, illustrating the multi-functional nature of these responses to peer advice.
UNMITIGATED REJECTION OF ADVICE
Most (10 out of 13) straightforward rejections of advice occur as a response to a common method used by call takers: incorporating an option within a query. By keeping the caller as teller, this method (see line 15) makes it relatively easy for callers to reject the query and thus reject the option, incorporated within the query, in a straightforward way; for example: 6 C: A dent in the door 7 CT: The same thing again 8 C: Yes-no in the top of the door 9 CT: Gee:s: 10 C: Same door 11 CT: You just had it fixed 12 C: I know I fixed its [( ) 13 CT:
[ In this example, the call taker embarks on a series of information-seeking queries about a trouble that the caller is having with his car (see lines 1, 5 and 7). Once the caller reports on his intention not to do something about the dented door ("I won't get it fixed for awhile"), the call taker puts forth a likely future action as an adoptable option: "turn it in to the insurance company" (line 15). By incorporating this option within a query, this allows the call taker 'to shift focus from the client's problem to what the client had done, was doing, and/or will do to solve the problem . . . and to offer an option while seemingly merely inquiring about the client's circumstances' (Pudlinski, 1998: 326) . By incorporating a possible solution within this query, the call taker can give a directive under the auspices of seeking information (p. 327). Given that this query/directive is part of an information-seeking sequence, at line 16 the caller easily rejects the option put forth within the query without even recognizing that it is advisable. The caller acknowledges a future action he will not be doing, instead of responding to the expected 'candidate answer' (Pomerantz, 1988) implied in the query. Reporting damages to an insurance company is an expected response to dents in one's car.
Given that it is unclear as to whether the caller has oriented to the advisable option within the query, the call taker repeats the caller's answer. Since the query was unequivocally rejected, the prolonging of the 'o' sound connotes a sense of puzzlement. By seeking confirmation of the caller's rejection of the option, the call taker pursues the option as potentially advisable. The call taker attempts to explore whether or not the caller views the implicit option as advisable; such attempts typify all four cases where the option is not treated as advisable by the caller.
In response, callers typically provide a justification for the rejection of the option. By overlapping the end of the call taker's repetition and using 'cause', the caller offers a continuation of his rejection begun at line 16, providing an account as to why the suggested option is not relevant to his specific circumstances. The caller provides a clear reason for his rejection while also providing further reports, addressing both the advisable option and the query at large.
As lines 4-5 in Example 2 illustrate, this justification could also be easily tagged onto the original rejection, when callers orient to the option within a query as advisable: In contrast to Example 1, the caller clearly rejects the option within the query. "No . . . I can't call collect" is a fitted-pair part to the option: 'call collect', and not to the condition: "would it be rude". While the advisable option (to call collect) would not be 'rude' or inappropriate, the caller provides other reasons as to why it is not an adoptable option.
Thus, unmitigated rejection of advice involves eliminating the option as a viable solution by providing a marked acknowledgment (e.g. "no"; "I don't want to"), and reporting on an action or condition not known to the call taker. In Example 2, the call taker would have no way of knowing the caller's daughter had a block put on her phone prohibiting collect calls. In Example 1, the call taker would not be expected to know the amount of damage incurred or the deductible element on someone else's insurance. Thus, callers demonstrate that they are capable of dealing with the problem, by presenting information that indicates the suggested option is an adequate solution, thought of by them before, yet rejected for reasons readily brought forth (without pause or delay). These, like accounts that serve as assertions of one's knowledge and/or competence, are a common way of rejecting advice (Heritage and Sefi, 1992; Kinnell and Maynard, 1996; Leppanen, 1998) by providing contingent knowledge of one's own unique circumstances.
This method of rejection does not invalidate the advice giver. The suggested option was valid, unless the call taker knew what only the caller could know. For example, the nervous laughter, tagged onto the caller's rejection in Example 2 (line 5), indicates that the caller had likely called collect to her daughter often, perhaps causing the daughter to get that "block" on her phone. The laughter has an 'if you only knew' quality to it. And in all but one case of unmitigated rejection, the call taker views this justification as 'news', understands it as rejection implicative, and accepts it (e.g. "oh okay").
UNMITIGATED ACCEPTANCE OF ADVICE
Unlike some instances of straightforward advice rejection, if the caller accepts 486 Discourse Studies 4(4) the call taker's advice, the caller has recognized an advisable option has been put forth. Of the nine instances of unambiguous acceptance, five occur after a call taker incorporates an option within a query. The other four, including Example 3, occur in situations where the call taker puts forth advice more directly, by positively assessing the option (e.g. "a good idea"): [Oh hnt I could put it right in her 11
Christmas card 12 CT: Sounds good As illustrated in this example, acceptance of advice typically involves a three-part sequence: the call taker giving advice, indirectly or directly; the caller providing a report of activities that illustrate acceptance of the advisable option, often following an acknowledgment (e.g. "yeah"); and the call taker accepting the caller's report, often with a positive assessment of that report. 2 The caller is troubled by not hearing from a counselor/friend who has moved away yet promised to keep in touch. After the troubles telling has seemingly been completed, as indicated by a short pause in line 3 and minimal tokens in lines 4 and 5, the call taker clearly puts forth an option for adoption: "(write) her a letter". After a brief pause, the caller produces two minimal acknowledgement tokens; they serve to keep the call taker as teller and do not readily indicate acceptance of the acknowledged option yet. Subsequently, the call taker reformulates his suggested option: writing "a letter" becomes specified as "a Christmas letter" and positively endorsed ("aspecially"). Since this call occurs early in the month of December, this reformulation seems quite apropos.
In response, the caller reports on an activity she is already planning on doing: sending a Christmas card, and indicates how she will adopt the option by describing a likely plan of future action: "put it right in her Christmas card". The advisable action is easy to do ("put it right in") and provided in overlap once the option is further specified. The specific option of "a Christmas letter" prompts the caller to have an idea to which the call taker can positively respond. In this circumstance, the interactants' positions have been reversed. The caller is now, momentarily at least, in the position of explicitly proposing an idea that the call taker can accept or reject, and does accept, through a next-turn assessment (e.g. "sounds good").
Thus, callers can illustrate acceptance of advice through reports that describe Pudlinski: Peer advice 487 what they might do to adopt the option. Competency is demonstrated by participating in planning how and when to do the suggested activity, and by proposing ideas that seek a call taker's acceptance. In contrast, basic assertions, such as "yeah I know that's one thing we have ta be careful of " (from call 46) and those described by Heritage and Sefi (1992) , Kinnell and Maynard (1996) and Leppanen (1998) , neither demonstrate an ability to implement a suggested option nor the competence to actually solve that issue.
MINIMAL ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Multi-functional While clearly marked acknowledgments typify straightforward rejection or acceptance of advice, minimal acknowledgments -the most common initial response to advice on consumer-run warm lines -can indicate rejection, mere recipiency, and/or hesitant acceptance of the advice. Specifically, a minimal acknowledgment can function in three differing ways: (a) as a continuer, keeping the call taker as teller; (b) as prima facie minimal agreement to a prior statement; and/or (c) as passive resistance to the option. While giving advice is typically designed to elicit caller/client response, minimal acknowledgments typically resist this shift, impelling the call taker to reassume their turn, decide how (or if) to pursue advice, and seek a more clearly marked client response. I identified 25 instances of the use of minimal acknowledgments (e.g. "yeah") as an initial response to advice giving; they occur across all three sequential environments for advice and in response to a variety of advice giving methods. In the following example, after the caller describes a problem, the call taker merely gives information as advice (see lines 16-21). Similar to devices that Kinnell and Maynard (1996) and Silverman (1997) call advice as information, this method provides details without encouraging adoption of a solution, thus allowing callers to decide upon a solution's relevance to them (see Pudlinski, 1998: 332-4 The caller reports that she is going to have to have three teeth pulled out; this problematic report precedes the above sequence where the call taker, with the caller's help, suggests a number of options for replacing these missing teeth. In response to the call taker's advice to get "false teeth", as co-constructed, the caller responds with three acknowledgment tokens (lines 20, 22 and 24). Each function differently.
The first token is not responsive to advice; it merely confirms a candidate repair provided by the caller in her previous turn. In lines 16-17, the call taker has initiated repair on his own turn. Having received a candidate repair from the caller at line 18, the call taker uses and confirms that candidate at line 19. At line 20, the caller further acknowledges the candidate. By providing a candidate repair, advice gets co-constructed and the caller displays possible agreement to Pudlinski: Peer advice 489 this option by showing she 'knows what the other has in mind by saying it for him, as in completing his sentence' (Schegloff, 1984: 42) . This prior sequence provides for completion of the advice proposal by the call taker at line 21.
The second acknowledgment token, at line 22, seemingly indicates the caller's acceptance of this advice proposal, and is taken as such by the caller. This acceptance of the benefit of the option (i.e. the caller will not incur expense) also conveys hesitancy: although provided without pause, the token is said with a slightly slower pacing. In turn, the call taker responds to this token as if it implies acceptance. The "but"-preface at line 23 marks a contrast to the initially proposed (more expensive, yet more beneficial) solutions of partials (pre-excerpt) and implants. False teeth may not be the best solution available, "but" they will at least allow the caller to chew her food. As such, this account of the benefit of this (tentatively) agreed to option indicates further pursuit of this advisable option.
The final acknowledgment token, delivered with increased volume and intonation at line 24, seemingly indicates agreement to the call taker's account (i.e. the reason for adopting the option being that the caller will be able to chew again). Also, given the sequential context of two prior minimal tokens seemingly agreeing to the ideas put forth by the call taker, this final token can be understood as indicative of possible acceptance of the option itself. So, the call taker proceeds with a next logical step in proffering advice: recommending a specific action ("see a dentist") as a necessary first step toward adoption of the option "false teeth".
Yet, as the call taker pursues this advice and suggests a specific future action tied to implementation of the option (e.g. talk to your dentist about false teeth), it becomes clear that the advice to see a dentist and get false teeth are being rejected. Coming in before the call taker completes his turn, the caller shows responsiveness to the call taker's advice by reporting on the recommended action as previously done, unbeknown to the call taker, and problematic. Putting in false teeth means taking out any remaining teeth. In subsequent turns, she reports on her visit to the dentist and his suggestion, which had led to her problem in the first place. And, at line 49, she reports on a likely future event, tied to getting "false teeth", that she wishes to avoid: "lost all them (teeth)". This example clearly identifies three functions of minimal acknowledgments as an initial response to advice giving. First, these minimal acknowledgments, in situ, confirm (and can be seen as agreement to) the previous turn. They are treated as such by the call taker. "Yeah" confirms that "false teeth" is the option to be put forth (line 20) , that this option might not confer expense to the caller (line 22), and that this option may provide potential benefit to the caller (line 24). After all, the caller early in the troubles telling complained: "I'm not gonna b'able to chew anymore Dave" (pre-excerpt).
Second, as minimal confirmation of the previous turn, however, they keep the call taker as teller, 'work to keep the talk going' (Kinnell and Maynard, 1996: 425) , and, in this example, do so without difficulty. The call taker readily moves from co-construction of a specific option to two accounts of the benefit of this option (lines 21 and 23) to a hedged proposal of a specific action necessary for adoption of this option (line 25).
Third, as previous studies of advice giving have indicated (e.g. Heritage and Sefi, 1992) , these minimal acknowledgments, by not providing additional uptake, imply passive rejection. Contrast lines 20, 22 and 24 with lines 10-11 in the example in note 2 of this article. There, the caller clearly accepts the option by also in turn providing a report tied to its adoption. Contrast lines 20, 22 and 24 with earlier responses (e.g. lines 4 and 14). There, the caller clearly rejects the option by following the acknowledgment token with an account (e.g. "they're expensive"). Here, since providing advice as information lets callers decide the information/advice's relevance to them, the minimal acknowledgment's lack of uptake indicate resistance to such a decision. Also, by keeping a call taker as teller and advice giver, this passive rejection often becomes more explicit; the "oh"-prefacing at line 26 recognizes the 'inapposite nature' (Heritage, 1998) of the advice to the caller's specific situation. Typical of straightforward rejection of advice, her additional reports of information that the call taker would not know (i.e. her prior dental visits; her dentist's prior recommendations) make it unambiguously clear that the caller is rejecting the option.
Rejection Certainly in some circumstances, minimal acknowledgments can primarily function as passive resistance. After caller description of a problem, this next example clearly shows use of a minimal acknowledgment (line 13) to reject an option put forth within a query: Prior to this excerpt, the caller reports on three problematic activities her roommate has done to the caller: thrown her homemade soup away; ate her meat; and cursed and threatened to kill her. After the first turn in which the caller does not further explicate the problem (e.g. note the short pause at line 3 and unmarked acknowledgment at line 4), the call taker shifts talk to possible solutions: "looking for a new place ta live". Subsequently, at line 12, the call taker incorporates a specific option within a query: "could someone help you". Recognizing the caller's physical limitations (i.e. she has chronic gout), this seems to be a fitted response to her problem.
As Heritage (1998) has argued, in turn-initial position in response to a question, prefacing with the particle 'oh' can indicate 'a problem about a question's relevance, appropriateness, or presuppositions' (p. 295). As in this example, oh-prefacing can 'be deployed or exploited to project reluctance to talk about the topic raised by the inquiry' (p. 313). The caller treats the call taker's advice as overly obvious and is reluctant to explore solutions to her complaints about her roommate. In that way, the caller rejects the option. Indeed, the call taker reacts to the inapposite characterization of his previous query by providing a general account justifying adoption of the option ("so that you can move away from (0.8) your problem").
In response to the call taker's account, the caller, without hesitation, returns to her complaint about the roommate. By returning to reports on problems with her roommate, the caller rejects the option while minimally acknowledging the option as advisable. The caller is treating the advice giver as missing the point of her report; moving away from her problems is not the issue here.
Instead of functioning as a continuer and/or aligning with a prior account, "yeah" at lines 16 and 18 indicates 'imminent speakership' (Jefferson, 1984) . The caller, coming in at a pause before the call taker completes his turn, actively seeks this speakership and uses these acknowledgments to preface a topic shift: a return to troubles telling. Indeed, 'the recurrently found rejection of advice in talk about a trouble may, then, be accomplice to an attempt by a troubles teller to preserve the status of the talk as troubles telling' (Jefferson and Lee, 1992: 535) . This orientation is common: therapists and other helpers often find that callers are more interested in problem-presenting than problem-solving; see Te Molder (forthcoming).
While this is my only example of an oh-prefaced minimal acknowledgment as an initial response to advice, other examples illustrate that 'yeah' itself can imply rejection when accompanied by a topic shift (e.g. additional reports of the problem).
Hesitant acceptance. The previous two examples are consistent with other studies of the function of minimal acknowledgments in response to advice giving, and typical of most instances in my data set. While prima facie serving as acknowledgment of a prior turn, they typically imply rejection. However, I found two instances where minimal acknowledgments, responding to the caller's incorporating an option within a query, imply reluctant acceptance of that advisable option. Of the two, 3 this is the clearest instance: The caller is somewhat depressed, having found out that two close relatives have been diagnosed with cancer. She is also dealing with bereavement issues tied to the recent death of her mother from cancer. Nonetheless, given her current state, after a lengthy pause signifying possible resistance to the option put forth, I assert that "um, (0.2) yeah" (line 10) confirms the call taker's query, accepting the advice given at lines 7-8.
The call taker incorporates an advisable option ("keep busy") within a query, yet the nature of the query differs substantially from previous examples of this method. Here, a query token ("doesn't it") seeks agreement and is tagged onto the end of a two-part conditional statement. The benefit ("it helps") is conditional both to being able to "keep busy" and how often ("when") one is able to "keep busy". Similar in function to Silverman's (1997) 'advice-as-information Pudlinski: Peer advice 493 sequence', this conditional statement of advice proposes information (e.g. keeping busy helps) in a way that is not necessarily portrayed as directly relevant to the caller. Similarly, the conditional statement: "when you can keep busy it helps" works as a piece of folk wisdom ('what most people know'), conveying a type of common sense knowledge/advice that can be applied to anyone dealing with devastating 'news'. So, if "um, (0.2) yeah" is initially ambiguous, some ambiguity derives from the design of the call taker's prior turn. The formatting of advice allows for the caller to respond to this conditional statement as either a bit of 'information' or as 'advice' (Silverman, 1997) , depending on whether she chooses to relate to it on behalf of people in general, or on behalf of herself personally. "Um, yeah" does not readily indicate whether the caller is responding to the statement as either information or advice. Even if the caller was seen as responding to the 'advice' as relevant to her, additional ambiguity as to whether the caller is accepting the option within ("(you must) keep busy") or just its beneficial aspects (e.g. does keeping busy help you?) might likely occur.
The long pauses, prior to and after the caller's response at line 10, further indicate sequential ambiguity interactants encounter at this juncture. Such ambiguity can be located sequentially and display that both/all 'analyses of the utterance, are available to, and employed by, the participants' (Schegloff, 1984: 37) . For example, if the call taker sees the minimal acknowledgment as indicative of imminent speakership, she might not come in at this juncture; and, if the caller uses the minimal acknowledgment as a continuer, she would not speak further at this juncture.
Notably, this is one of five examples in my corpus where a pause of a half second or more follows a minimal acknowledgment as a response to advice. In the other four instances, however, the advice is given in a straightforward manner (e.g. not in a query or as information) and the call taker breaks the postacknowledgment silence by revisiting the advice (e.g. providing an account tied to the advice) or seeking an elaboration (e.g. using an unmarked acknowledgment to elicit further responses from the caller). These post-acknowledgment pauses seemingly demonstrate some problematic aspects tied to the multifunctional possibilities of minimal acknowledgments at this place in an advice giving sequence. It seems that at these junctures a (silent) negotiation over which party should engage in further uptake of this advice topic occurs.
Unique to this example is that the caller breaks the silence. There is no attempt by the call taker to revisit her advice or seek further clarification or elaboration of the caller's minimal acknowledgment. Instead, the long pause, typical of this crisis-like call (e.g. over 30 pauses of a duration of 2 or more seconds can be found in this 11-minute long call) impels the caller to say something. What could be seen as a change of topic -common after such a long pause and a minimal acknowledgment on a prior issue -is actually a report of what one is currently doing to keep busy. In this instance, the report serves as a veiled acceptance. The reported activity, writing out Christmas cards with a friend's assistance, is indeed indicative of "keeping busy". The caller is clearly aligning to the advisable option personally.
A second report of the need to do this activity, at lines 25 and 28 and after another lengthy pause, indicates that the caller is both accepting the call taker's advice to "keep busy" and showing one's own ability to do just that, with an activity that is timely and helpful for keeping in touch with friends. Because it is something the caller reports that she must do, it implies recognition that she must keep busy, even though she might not be in the 'mood' to do so. So, at line 10 "um, yeah" is out there for either party to treat as they wish: as acceptance, rejection, or a continuer. The caller treats it as a type of hesitant acceptance: her report on current activities provides elaboration indicating acceptance; her "um"-preface and lack of assessing these current activities as helpful indicates some hesitance. This is a different conceptualization of the reception of advice (e.g. both interactants in situ negotiate having the other party unpack the relevant ambiguity) than has been provided in previous studies of advice giving. Perhaps the warm line, as a synchronous setting, permits callers to accept advice more readily and without feeling a need to assert one's competence across all situations. Yet, even if receptive to advice, we do not always readily endorse advice, especially on those things we know we must/should do.
Discussion
Differing methods characterize the differences between rejecting and accepting advice on consumer-run warm lines. Callers reject advice by reporting how they have already considered what was asked for or by reporting on additional conditions, known only to the caller, that prohibit the option from being successful. By showing that the option is not currently relevant, the caller can reject the option by asserting their intimate access to personal knowledge about their own situations. Straightforward acceptance of advice also includes a report of current, past, or future activities. These reports, however, are built so as to indicate that the call taker's option is a valuable one -one that the caller has done or will do. By providing additional details often designed to describe a plan of action tied to the option, callers clearly display competence while also validating the call taker as advice giver.
This differentiation between reports that indicate acceptance and those that indicate rejection is helpful when trying to understand the use of minimal acknowledgments as initial responses to advice. Minimal acknowledgments can indicate rejection of the advice, mere recipiency of advice and/or hesitant acceptance of the advice. When advice is offered indirectly, however, there is potential for sequential ambiguity when a minimal acknowledgment is the only provided response (e.g. does the token accept the query or just the option within the query?).
Example 6 is an exception to the common understanding that minimal Pudlinski: Peer advice 495 acknowledgments, seen as failure to affiliate, imply rejection (e.g. Heritage and Sefi, 1992; Kinnell and Maynard, 1996; Leppanen, 1998) : 'they do not either acknowledge the advice-giving as newsworthy to the recipient or constitute an undertaking to follow the advice' (Silverman, 1997: 140) . Unlike Heritage and Sefi's (1992) study of visiting nurses, the absence of clear uptake markers is not necessarily implicative of the client's resistance to the options offered. Unlike Leppanen (1998) , the use of minimal acknowledgments as continuers, by merely indicating recipiency of the call taker's flow of information, can also be seen as a first move to a client's subsequent acceptance of the advice, if subsequently accompanied by descriptions of additional details about a present or future action tied to the option put forth. In these circumstances, "yeah" expresses 'I know I should/must do what you suggest but I am anxious about doing what you suggest.' I have found only one other example that recognizes (implicitly) the power of 'yeah' as implying hesitant acceptance of advice: 'P's "y:eah" is stronger uptake than the "mms" we noted in many extracts in earlier chapters and its early delivery makes it hearable as possibly taking up C's advice. This makes the extent of P's uptake somewhat ambiguous' (Silverman, 1997: 159 ). Yet, even in this case, the minimal acknowledgment is interpreted as more ambiguous than accepting. There is a difference between unmarked acknowledgments ("mm hm") and minimal acknowledgments ("yeah"), especially in response to advice given indirectly. In certain circumstances, "yeah" can constitute a prima facie undertaking to consider following the option put forth and acknowledge the advice giving and/or the query/information as newsworthy, and potentially adoptable. Intuitively, this practice likely occurs in asynchronous settings as well. "Yeah" can be a first response to advice and indicate hesitant/reluctance acceptance, from a child responding to a parent's request to do chores to an employee responding to a boss's advise on how to complete a particular task.
Speaking to caller dilemmas, these methods used to respond to advice attempt to balance callers needs for friendship, emotional support and encouragement, and advice, with their own needs for autonomy, including a capacity to take care of themselves -vital to the recovery of most community mental health clients in the first place. For example, reporting on 'news' unknown to call takers allows callers to seek help by presenting problems and display their own capabilities to help themselves. Thus, callers can be seen as both advice-seekers, who discuss solvable troubles, and competent problem-solvers, who thought of similar solutions but know they did not or will not work. Additionally, minimal acknowledgments are a way of addressing caller dilemmas. By attempting to let call takers unpack the implications of this response, callers need not yet go on record as accepting or rejecting advice. In some circumstances, callers can stay off-therecord and maintain some autonomy over their actions post-call.
By focusing on callers' methods, we learn about resources and competencies generally available to members of any community in advice-giving situations. Such explorations might also have practical import. Example 6 hints at the fact that by keeping silent, advice givers can impel recipients to respond more directly to the advice. By exploiting ambiguity found in some circumstances and not prejudicing the recipient by indicating how the advice giver understood the prior minimal response, advice givers might impel some recipients to provide additional details clarifying their initial acknowledgment. This method is not without risk, however, for advice recipients can just as readily shift topic as comment further on the advice after such a lengthy pause.
As a follow-up, additional analyses of advice giving and receiving that focus primarily on the advice recipient's role in synchronous and asynchronous settings, and further explicate the varying sequential circumstances that can distinguish the use of minimal acknowledgments as hesitant acceptance from passive resistance, are warranted. Descriptions of how clients make troubles telling potentially advisable in the first place (e.g. Leppanen, forthcoming) might be the best place to start.
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